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Overview of today’s talk

Please interrupt!

About me.

Recap of S(t) and h(t) and how they are related.

What is the PH assumption [emphasising similarity with other
modelling assumptions].

Examples/illustrations, including how to report studies with
non-PH.

Assessing the PH assumption. [only covered briefly]

Technical details of fitting non-PH models.

Example in Stata [Time permitting]

Slides at: https://pauldickman.com/talk/
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About me

Born in Sydney Australia;
studied mathematics and statistics in Newcastle (Australia).

Worked in health services research;
dabbled in industrial process control and quality improvement.

Arrived in Sweden November 1993 for a 10 month visit to cancer
epidemiology unit at KI. Stayed in Sweden for most of my PhD.

Short Postdoc periods at Finnish Cancer Registry
and Karolinska Institutet (cancer epidemiology).

Joined current department in March 1999, attracted by the
strong research environment and possibilities in register-based
epidemiology.
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My research interests

Development and application of methods for population-based
cancer survival analysis, particularly the estimation and modeling
of net survival.

General interest in statistical aspects of the design, analysis, and
reporting of epidemiological studies.

Epidemiology, with particular focus on cancer epidemiology and
perinatal/reproductive epidemiology.

Lots of administrative work.
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Recap: The survivor function S(t) and

the hazard function h(t)

In survival analysis we can express the outcome in terms of
either the survival proportion (the proportion who do not
experience the event) or the event rate (hazard).

I am assuming you are familiar with the basic concepts of the
survivor function, S(t), and the hazard function, h(t).

I will nevertheless, take some time to give a brief recap while
also introducing the concept of proportional hazards (which I
assume many of you have previously met).

I have included some mathematical detail for completeness, but
won’t go through it during the seminar.
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Which treatment (A or C) has the best survival?
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What about if we further extend the follow-up?
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The two hazard functions
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Hazard ratio for A vs C
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Mathematical relations (for completeness)

S(t) = exp

(
−
∫ t

0

h(u) du

)
= exp (−H(t))

⇕

− d log S(t)

dt
= h(t)

H(t) =
∫ t

0
h(u) du is called the integrated hazard or cumulative

hazard.

h(t) = − d log(S(t))

dt
= −S ′(t)

S(t)
=

F ′(t)

1− F (t)
=

f (t)

S(t)
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What does this mean in practice?

h(t) = − d
dt
ln S(t)

In practical terms, this means that the event rate is proportional
to the rate at which the survival function decreases.

That is, if the survival function is decreasing sharply with time
then the mortality rate is high (and vice versa).

If the survival function is flat then the hazard is zero (and vice
versa).

The derivative of a function at a point is the slope of the
[tangent to the] curve at that point. A curve that is decreasing
(like the survival function) has a negative slope, hence the
negative sign in the formula above.

We can think of the hazard as being proportional to the rate of
change of S(t).
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Relation between the survivor and hazard functions

h(t) = lim
∆t→0

Pr(event in (t, t +∆t] | alive at t)

∆t

= lim
∆t→0

F (t +∆t)− F (t)

S(t)×∆t
where F (t) = 1− S(t)

= lim
∆t→0

S(t +∆t)− S(t)

∆t
× −1

S(t)

=
dS(t)

dt
× −1

S(t)
by definition of a derivative

= − d ln S(t)

dt
since d/dx ln(f (x)) = f ′(x)/f (x)
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The proportional hazards assumption

The Cox model (and many other survival models) assumes that
the ratio of the hazard functions for any two patient subgroups
(i.e., two groups with different values of explanatory variables) is
constant over follow-up time.

It is possible to fit a model that allows for non-proportional
hazards.

Note that it is the hazard ratio which is assumed to be
constant. The hazards may vary freely with time.
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Key take-home messages

The PH assumption is a familiar assumption with a special name.

Common regression models (e.g., linear, logistic, Cox) assume
estimated effects are the same for all values of other covariates.
Called either:

No interaction, or
No effect modification.

The PH assumption is conceptually identical; covariate effects
are the same for all values of time.

Approaches for assessing and relaxing the PH assumption are
conceptually the same as for covariate by covariate interactions.
If the PH assumption doesn’t hold, we can include time by
covariate interactions.

Since we don’t estimate the effect of time in the Cox model,
interactions with time are more complicated to fit.
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Example of non-proportional hazards [1]

Limited (D1) vs. extended (D2) lymph node

dissection for gastric cancer

STATISTICS IN MEDICINE
Statist. Med. 2005; 24:2807–2821
Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com). DOI: 10.1002/sim.2143

Long-term survival with non-proportional hazards: results from
the Dutch Gastric Cancer Trial

H. Putter1;∗;†, M. Sasako2, H. H. Hartgrink3, C. J. H. van de Velde3

and J. C. van Houwelingen1

1Department of Medical Statistics and Bioinformatics; Leiden University Medical Centre;
University of Leiden; The Netherlands

2Department of Surgery; National Cancer Centre Hospital; Tokyo; Japan
3Department of Surgery; Leiden University Medical Centre; University of Leiden; The Netherlands

SUMMARY

Randomized clinical trials with long-term survival data comparing two treatments often show
Kaplan–Meier plots with crossing survival curves. Such behaviour implies a violation of the proportional
hazards assumption for treatment. The Cox proportional hazards regression model with treatment as a
�xed e�ect can therefore not be used to assess the in�uence of treatment of survival. In this paper we
analyse long-term follow-up data from the Dutch Gastric Cancer Trial, a randomized study comparing
limited (D1) lymph node dissection with extended (D2) lymph node dissection. We illustrate a number
of ways of dealing with survival data that do not obey the proportional hazards assumption, each of
which can be easily implemented in standard statistical packages. Copyright ? 2005 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: long-term survival; non-proportional hazards; time-dependent covariate e�ects

1. INTRODUCTION

Many randomized clinical trials in oncology concern long-term survival data, comparing an
experimental treatment with a standard treatment or control. To test for equality of the survival
rates of the treatments, the log-rank test is used [1]. Often in these trials, characteristics of
the patient and of the tumour that are known before treatment are also recorded. The Cox
proportional hazards regression model is the most popular choice to study the e�ect of those
prognostic factors on survival [2]. One of the assumptions underlying the Cox regression
model is the assumption of proportional hazards, meaning that the ratio of the hazard rates
for di�erent levels of the prognostic factor or for treatment versus control is constant over

∗Correspondence to: Hein Putter, Department of Medical Statistics and Bioinformatics, Leiden University Medical
Centre, University of Leiden, P.O. Box 9604, Leiden, 2300 RC, The Netherlands.

†E-mail: h.putter@lumc.nl

Received 3 June 2004
Copyright ? 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Accepted 9 December 2004

Randomised study comparing the effect of an aggressive (D2)
versus conservative (D1) surgical technique on cancer-specific
mortality.
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2810 H. PUTTER ET AL.
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Figure 1. Kaplan–Meier plots of the survival curves for D1- and D2-dissection. The
survival curves cross after 53 months.

The Cox regression with only randomization as a time-�xed e�ect gives an estimated hazard
ratio of 0.97 of D2 dissection compared to D1-dissection, with a p-value of 0.73. The survival
curves resulting from this univariate Cox regression are depicted in Figure 2. The higher
post-operative mortality in the D2 group is not visible from this plot, nor is the crossing
of the survival curves, so clearly Figure 2 does not give a realistic picture of the e�ect of
treatment.
One way of studying how the e�ect of treatment changes over time is by using the life-

table method. This method was used by epidemiologists long before the Cox regression model
became popular. Divide time into a number of disjoint intervals I1; : : : ; Im. The hazard hk of
dying in interval Ik is then given by the number of deaths in that interval (dk) divided by
the number of person years in that interval (yk). The number of person years is the sum over
all patients still alive at the beginning of the interval (at risk) of the number of years alive
during that interval. The standard error of hk , based on a Poisson approximation, is

√
dk=yk .

If hk1 and hk2 denote the estimated hazards at Ik for D1 and D2, respectively, and dk1 and
dk2 the number of deaths at Ik for D1 and D2, respectively, then the delta-method implies
that

ŝe2 log
(
hk1
hk2

)
≈ ŝe

2(hk1)
h2k1

+
ŝe2(hk2)
h2k2

=
1
dk1

+
1
dk2

The left plot of Figure 3 shows the estimated hazards on a yearly basis using the life-table
method for each of the treatment groups separately. The plot on the right shows the resulting
hazard ratio and associated error bars. The initial advantage and subsequent disadvantage of

Copyright ? 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2005; 24:2807–2821
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LONG-TERM SURVIVAL WITH NON-PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 2813
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Figure 4. The estimated hazard ratio with 95 per cent con�dence intervals based
on Cox regression with treatment as time-dependent e�ect. A hazard ratio of one

indicates equality of the hazard rates of D1 and D2.

Standard statistical packages like SPSS, SAS and S-plus are able to perform Cox regression
with time-dependent covariates (although for S-plus and R the original data needs to be
expanded), but most of them do not return the baseline hazard functions automatically in the
presence of time-dependent covariates. The survival library in S-plus and R contains a function
basehaz() to obtain an estimate of the baseline hazard. To show how this is done, we focus
on the situation of a single covariate Z given by two values, 0 and 1. The time-dependent
treatment e�ect is modelled by a function f(t). The Cox proportional hazards model states
that the hazard rate of an individual with covariate Z is given by

h(t)= h0(t) exp(�FZ + �TZf(t)) (1)

where �F and �T denote the �xed and time-dependent regression coe�cients, respectively.
Here h0 is the baseline hazard corresponding to Z =0, and if we denote the hazard function
corresponding to Z =1 by h1, then this means that h1(t)= h0(t) exp(�F+�Tf(t)) and exp(�F+
�Tf(t)) is the hazard ratio varying over time. The regression coe�cients are estimated by an
extension of the well known partial likelihood (see e.g. Section 9.2 of Klein and Moeschberger
[3]). With estimated regression coe�cients �̂F and �̂T obtained in this way, the baseline
cumulative hazard rate H0(t) is estimated by Breslow’s estimator, given by

Ĥ 0(t)=
∑

ti6t; ti∈D

1
∑

j∈R(ti) exp(�̂FZj + �̂TZjf(tj))
(2)

Copyright ? 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2005; 24:2807–2821
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Assessing the proportional hazards assumption

http://pauldickman.com/video/proportional-hazards/

Following is a list of some methods for assessing the
appropriateness of the proportional hazards assumption (in
increasing order of utility):

1 Plotting the cumulative survivor functions and checking they do
not cross. Not recommended, since the survivor functions do
not have to cross for the hazards to be non-proportional.

2 Plotting the log cumulative hazard functions over time and
checking for parallelism.

3 Plotting the log hazard functions over time and checking for
parallelism.

4 Including time-by-covariate interaction terms in the model and
testing statistical significance.

5 Plotting Schoenfeld residuals against time to identify patterns,
and tests based on Schoenfeld residuals.
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Assessing the proportional hazards assumption 2

The first three methods do not allow for the effect of other
covariates, whereas the second two methods do.

Including a time-by-covariate interaction in the
model has the advantage that we obtain an estimate
of the hazard ratio as a function of time.
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What to do if you have non-proportional hazards

Non-PH is just another name for effect modification or
interaction.

Non-PH means you have different estimates of the HR at
different points of time.

Simply report the HR at selected time points (e.g., in a table) or
a graph of the HR as a function of time.

Disclaimer: assumes the HR is a sensible measure for your study
design and research questiuon, you have fitted an appropriate
model, and the differences in the HR are substantial (clinically
and/or statistically).
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Risk for Arterial and Venous Thrombosis in Patients With
Myeloproliferative Neoplasms
A Population-Based Cohort Study
Malin Hultcrantz, MD, PhD; Magnus Björkholm, MD, PhD; Paul W. Dickman, MSc, PhD; Ola Landgren, MD, PhD;
Åsa R. Derolf, MD, PhD; Sigurdur Y. Kristinsson, MD, PhD*; and Therese M.L. Andersson, MSc, PhD*

Background: Patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms
(MPNs) are reported to be at increased risk for thrombotic
events. However, no population-based study has estimated this
excess risk compared with matched control participants.

Objective: To assess risk for arterial and venous thrombosis in
patients with MPNs compared with matched control participants.

Design: Matched cohort study.

Setting: Population-based setting in Sweden from 1987 to
2009, with follow-up to 2010.

Patients: 9429 patients with MPNs and 35 820 matched control
participants.

Measurements: The primary outcomes were rates of arterial
and venous thrombosis. Flexible parametric models were used
to calculate hazard ratios (HRs) and cumulative incidence with
95% CIs.

Results: The HRs for arterial thrombosis among patients with
MPNs compared with control participants at 3 months, 1 year,
and 5 years were 3.0 (95% CI, 2.7 to 3.4), 2.0 (CI, 1.8 to 2.2), and
1.5 (CI, 1.4 to 1.6), respectively. The corresponding HRs for ve-
nous thrombosis were 9.7 (CI, 7.8 to 12.0), 4.7 (CI, 4.0 to 5.4),
and 3.2 (CI, 2.9 to 3.6). The rate was significantly elevated across

all age groups and was similar among MPN subtypes. The 5-year
cumulative incidence of thrombosis in patients with MPNs
showed an initial rapid increase followed by gentler increases
during follow-up. The HR for venous thrombosis decreased dur-
ing more recent calendar periods.

Limitation: No information on individual laboratory results or
treatment.

Conclusion: Patients with MPNs across all age groups have a
significantly increased rate of arterial and venous thrombosis
compared with matched control participants, with the highest
rates at and shortly after diagnosis. Decreases in the rate of ve-
nous thrombosis over time likely reflect advances in clinical
management.

Primary Funding Source: The Cancer Research Foundations
of Radiumhemmet, Blodcancerfonden, the Swedish Research
Council, the regional agreement on medical training and clinical
research between Stockholm County Council and Karolinska In-
stitutet, the Adolf H. Lundin Charitable Foundation, and Memo-
rial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.

Ann Intern Med. 2018;168:317-325. doi:10.7326/M17-0028 Annals.org
For author affiliations, see end of text.
This article was published at Annals.org on 16 January 2018.
* Drs. Kristinsson and Andersson contributed equally to this work.

Myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) are bone
marrow diseases characterized by excess clonal

hematopoiesis resulting in elevated peripheral blood
counts. Subtypes include polycythemia vera (PV), es-
sential thrombocythemia (ET), and primary myelofibro-
sis (PMF). The acquired mutation JAK2 V617F and mu-
tations in CALR, MPL, and JAK2 exon 12 are present in
the majority of patients with MPNs (1–8). Although most
MPNs have an indolent disease course, life expectancy
is generally shorter than in the general population and
various complications can occur (9–12).

The clinical impression among physicians is that
thrombotic risk is elevated in patients with MPNs; how-
ever, no population-based study has estimated this ex-
cess risk compared with matched control participants.
Although there are many reports on the incidence of
thrombosis and risk scores for predicting thrombosis in
PV, ET, and PMF, most published studies are hampered
by varying degrees of patient selection and lack of a
control population (13–15). Thus, the magnitude of the
risk for thrombosis in patients with MPNs in relation to
the general population is largely unknown. Moreover,
information on patterns of thrombotic risk in relation
to follow-up time after MPN diagnosis is limited. There-
fore, we conducted a comprehensive population-

based study to assess the relative risk for thrombosis in
patients with MPNs compared with matched control
participants overall and in relation to clinical features
and follow-up time.

METHODS
Registers and Databases

The population of Sweden (approximately 10 mil-
lion persons) has access to universal health care. The
Swedish Cancer Register was established in 1958, and
all health care providers are required to report all new
cancer cases diagnosed at clinical, morphologic, and
other laboratory examinations to the register (16). The
Swedish National Inpatient Register, which was estab-
lished in 1964 and has complete coverage starting in
1987, has information on all hospital discharge diagno-
ses (17). Since 2001, all hospital outpatient visits have
been reported to the Outpatient Register (17). All dates
and causes of death are recorded in the Cause of

See also:

Editorial comment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 363

Annals of Internal Medicine ORIGINAL RESEARCH

© 2018 American College of Physicians 317

Downloaded From: http://annals.org/ by a Karolinska Institute User  on 03/07/2018
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agnosis, likely due to effective thromboprophylactic
and cytoreductive treatment of the MPN. Although the
HR for venous events was greater, arterial events in pa-
tients with MPNs were twice as common as venous
events, similar to earlier reports (14, 15, 26, 27). Over-
all, HRs were similar across MPN subtypes, which con-
firms previous findings of similar incidence of thrombo-
sis in patients with ET and PMF and further emphasizes
that vascular events are major contributors to excess
morbidity and mortality in patients with MPNs (13, 28–
31). Using 2 different measures (HRs over time and cu-
mulative incidence), we conclude that the relative rate
and risk for thrombosis in patients with MPNs is highest
shortly after diagnosis and remains significantly ele-
vated throughout follow-up. This novel finding under-
lines the importance of initiating phlebotomy as well
as thromboprophylactic and cytoreductive treatment,
when indicated, as soon as the MPN is diagnosed.

Traditional risk factors for thrombosis in patients
with MPNs are age 60 years or older and prior throm-

bosis, both of which were confirmed in this study. The
presence of both of these risk factors was associated
with a 7-fold increased risk for thrombosis. Further-
more, the risk for arterial and venous thrombosis was
significantly elevated in patients with MPNs in all age
groups and was not restricted to those older than 60
years in our study. Similar observations of elevated
thrombotic risk in younger patients with MPNs have
been reported previously (14, 15, 31, 32). However, be-
cause of the limited number of events, further analysis
of subgroups within the youngest age group was not
feasible, and the results should be interpreted with cau-
tion. Additional factors, such as a hematocrit of 0.45 or
higher in patients with PV, elevated leukocyte count,
and concomitant cardiovascular risk factors, have been
associated with increased risk for thrombosis (13, 14,
26, 27, 33–35). Thrombocytosis has, on the other hand,
not been correlated with increased thrombotic risk in
patients with MPNs (15, 27, 35, 36). Emerging evidence
suggests that JAK2 V617F positivity is associated with
higher risk, whereas patients harboring a CALR muta-
tion are at lower risk for thrombosis than those who are
negative for these mutations (8, 37–41). The Swedish
Cancer Register, the Inpatient Register, and the Outpa-
tient Register do not include individual clinical informa-
tion on treatment, blood counts, or mutational status.
Nevertheless, there are more complex mechanisms
than age and prior thrombosis to consider when as-
sessing thrombotic risk in patients with MPNs.

The excess rate of venous thrombosis decreased
during more recent calendar periods, implying a posi-

Table 3. Thrombosis During Follow-up, by Age at MPN
Diagnosis

Time After MPN
Diagnosis, by
Age at Diagnosis

HR (95% CI)

Arterial
Thrombosis

Venous
Thrombosis

18–49 y
3 mo 15.2 (9.1–25.5) 66.8 (42.5–105)
1 y 6.0 (3.9–9.2) 14.6 (9.4–22.6)
5 y 2.8 (1.9–4.1) 6.0 (4.1–8.8)

50–59 y
3 mo 5.7 (3.8–8.6) 20.5 (13.1–32.0)
1 y 3.0 (2.3–4.0) 9.0 (6.3–12.9)
5 y 2.0 (1.5–2.5) 4.9 (3.6–6.7)

60–69 y
3 mo 3.4 (2.6–4.4) 9.1 (6.4–13.0)
1 y 2.0 (1.7–2.5) 5.4 (4.2–7.0)
5 y 1.5 (1.2–1.7) 3.6 (2.9–4.5)

70–79 y
3 mo 2.4 (2.0–2.8) 7.9 (6.0–10.5)
1 y 1.7 (1.5–1.9) 4.3 (3.5–5.2)
5 y 1.4 (1.2–1.5) 3.0 (2.5–3.5)

>80 y
3 mo 3.0 (2.5–3.5) 6.2 (4.5–8.6)
1 y 2.1 (1.9–2.4) 3.1 (2.5–3.9)
5 y 1.5 (1.3–1.7) 2.4 (1.9–3.2)

HR = hazard ratio; MPN = myeloproliferative neoplasm.

Figure 1. Arterial (top) and venous (bottom) thrombosis
during follow-up in patients with MPNs versus matched
control participants.
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In the bottom panel, the beginning of the curve was cropped for bet-
ter visualization of the hazard ratio during follow-up. Shaded areas
indicate 95% CIs. MPN = myeloproliferative neoplasm.

Arterial and Venous Thrombosis in Patients With Myeloproliferative Neoplasms ORIGINAL RESEARCH
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Sex differences in bladder cancer survival [3]

Original Research

Bladder cancer survival: Women better off in the long run

Bettina Kulle Andreassen a,*, Tom Kristian Grimsrud a,
Erik Skaaheim Haug b,c

a Department of Research, Cancer Registry of Norway, PB 5313, Majorstuen, 0304, Oslo, Norway
b Department of Urology, Vestfold Hospital Trust, Tønsberg, Norway
c Institute of Cancer Genetics and Informatics, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway

Received 8 February 2018; received in revised form 7 March 2018; accepted 8 March 2018

Available online 7 April 2018

KEYWORDS

Bladder cancer;

Gender;

Gender difference;

Prognosis;

Survival;

Urothelial cancer

Abstract Aim: Mortality among patients with bladder cancer is usually reported to be higher

for women than men, but how the risk differs and why remain largely unexplained. We also

described gender-specific differences in survival for patients with bladder cancer and estimated

to what extent they can be explained by differences in T-stage distribution at the first diag-

nosis.

Methods: The present study comprised all 15,129 new cases of histologically verified invasive

and non-invasive urothelial carcinoma of the urinary bladder diagnosed between 1997 and

2011 as registered in the Cancer Registry of Norway. Gender-specific excess mortality risk

rates and risk ratios were calculated based on a flexible parametric relative survival model ad-

justing for T-stage and age, allowing the effect of gender to vary over time. We also present

gender-specific relative survival curves for different T-stage patterns adjusted for age.

Results: Risk rates were significantly higher for women than men up to 2 years after bladder

cancer diagnosis, particularly for muscle-invasive cancers. Thereafter, risk rates appeared to

be higher in men. Adverse T-Stage distribution in women explained half of the unfavourable

survival difference in female patients 2 years after diagnosis.

Conclusion: The common view of worse bladder cancer prognosis in women than in men needs

to be revised. Norwegian women have a less favourable prognosis solely within the first 2 years

after diagnosis, particularly when diagnosed with a muscle-invasive tumour; parts of this

discrepancy can be attributed to more severe initial diagnoses in women.

ª 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

* Corresponding author.

E-mail address: b.k.andreassen@kreftregisteret.no (B.K. Andreassen).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejca.2018.03.001

0959-8049/ª 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Available online at www.sciencedirect.com

ScienceDirect

journal homepage: www.ejcancer.com

European Journal of Cancer 95 (2018) 52e58

See Radkiewicz et al. (2020) [2] for a similar Swedish study.
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Time-varying excess hazard ratio [3]

an increasing risk ratio over the following 4 years gradu-
ally inverted this relationship leading to amore favourable

prognosis for women, which stays stable throughout the

follow-up period.

To understand the change in gender difference of sur-

vival prognosis over time, we had to look at the gender

differences with respect to other available risk factors,

such as age and T-stage at the first diagnosis. Men and

women differ with respect to severity (T-stage) of the
initial diagnosis and age distribution (Table 2). Women

were significantlymore often diagnosedwithMIBC (men:

29%; women: 31%; p< 0.001) andwere significantly older

(p < 0.001) by the time of diagnosis. Once differences in

life expectancy across genderswere taken into account, by

using age-specific incidence rates, there was no difference

(in the age-specific incidence rate distribution) between

men and women (pZ 0.91). Men and women diagnosed

with MIBC also differed with respect to severity within

this group of patients. There were less male patients with

MIBC diagnosed with metastatic disease (33% versus

36%; p Z 0.27) and positive lymph node status (23%
versus 33%; p < 0.001) than female patients.

When stratifying the risk ratio analysis for T-stage

(MIBC versus NMIBC), a higher risk for women within

the first 2 years after diagnosis could be seen in both

groups (Supplementary Fig. 1). However, this trend was

more pronounced in MIBC than in patients with

NMIBC. There is no change in this trend across the

diagnostic time points (results not shown).
To quantify the impact of gender-specific T-stage

distributions on the observed gender differences in sur-

vival, we evaluated how much of the gender difference in

relative survival could be explained by the difference in

T-stage at the first diagnosis (Fig. 3). Table 3 shows that

35% of the gender differences in survival, 2 years after

diagnosis, were explained by differences in T-stage at

diagnosis. The corresponding estimates for 5 and 10
years were 52% and 97%, respectively.

4. Discussion

We found that overall survival for Norwegian patients

with bladder cancer is better for men than for women.
We also showed that over the whole follow-up time, the

risk of bladder cancererelated death is independent of

time since diagnosis. These results are in concordance

with many other studies [17,34]. However, we showed

Fig. 2. Risk ratio (excess mortality rate ratio) including confidence

intervals for men versus women with bladder cancer diagnosis. The

blue/red-shaded area indicates the timeframe after diagnosis where

men/women have a lower risk of bladder cancererelated death.

(For interpretation of the references to color/colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article).

Table 2
Number and percentage of men and women with bladder cancer diagnosis with respect to T-stage and age at diagnosis. Age-specific incidence

rates for male and female patients with bladder cancer.

NMIBC MIBC

TaLG TaHG Tis T1* T2-4*

Men 5081 985 329 2133 2899

44.5% 8.6% 2.9% 18.7% (�0.5%) 25.4% (�0.5%)

Women 1758 217 86 597 1044

47.5% 5.9% 2.3% 16.1% (�0.8%) 28.2% (�0.9%)

Age at diagnosis Association

T-stage:

p Z 8.3$10�8

Age:

p Z 3.6$10�11

Incidence-rates:

p Z 0.914

0e49 50e64 65e79 �80

Men 457 2468 5561 2941

4.0% 21.6% 48.7% 25.7%

Women 139 773 1618 1172

3.8% 20.9% 43.7% 31.7%

Age-specific incidence rates

0e49 50e64 65e79 �80

Men 2.5 44.4 173.1 317.8

Women 0.8 15.0 47.5 76.3

MIBC Association

Metastases:

p Z 3.7$10�6

Lymph node status: p Z 0.266

Metastases Positive lymph nodes status

Men 22.6% 33%

Women 32.9% 36%

B.K. Andreassen et al. / European Journal of Cancer 95 (2018) 52e58 55
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Baseline excess mortality rates [3]

Ederer II method applying national population life ta-

bles by gender, age and year of diagnosis [28] and

compared with standard KaplaneMeier estimates [29].

Further on, relative survival models were used, and

therefore, no cause of death information had to be

included in the calculations.

Risk rates (excess mortality risk rates) and risk ratios

(excess mortality risk ratios) were calculated based on
flexible parametric relative survival models [30,31] where

gender, T-stage and age were included as categorical

variables and the gender effect on survival was modelled

as time-dependent covariate with 3 degrees of freedom

(df). The baseline hazard was modelled using 5 df for the

spline variables using the Stata command ‘stpm2’ [32].

Age was modelled with splines (3 df). The interpretation

of excess mortality risk rates and excess mortality risk
ratios in relative survival models is similar to the inter-

pretation of well-known hazard rates and hazard ratios

in cause-specific survival models.

The ‘meansurv’ function in STATA was used to

calculate gender-specific relative survival curves for

different T-stage patterns. The percentage explained by T-

stage was evaluated by dividing the relative survival

improvement for women (T-stage adjusted) by the sur-
vival difference between men and women. These pre-

dictionswere estimated for 73-year old patients.However,

gender differences were largely unaffected by age (results

not shown).

All statistical analyses were performed in STATA

[33].

3. Results

Overall, Norwegian men have a better prognosis than

women after a bladder cancer diagnosis (Fig. 1A). This

applied both when relying on cause of death information
(KaplaneMeier-curves) andwhenusinga relative survival

approach. When calculating the risk ratio (ratio between

the risk rates for men versus women: excess mortality rate

ratio) in a relative survival model by assuming a constant

risk ratio over time, we evaluated an adjusted (T-stage,

age) risk ratio of 0.85 (confidence interval [CI]: 0.78e0.92)

(Table 1). Therefore, male patients had a 15% significantly

lower risk todie from their cancer thanwomen throughout
the first 10 years of follow-up time. By allowing discrete

risk ratios for the follow-up timeframes 0e2 and 2e10

years, we found that the risk ratio is 0.79 (CI: 0.71e0.86)

within the first 2 years after diagnosis and 1.16 (CI:

0.99e1.36) within the follow-up timeframe from 2 to 10

years. Therefore, male patients had a 21% significantly

lower risk of death from their cancer than women within

the first 2 years of follow up and a 16%higher risk of death

when considering the timeframe 2e10 years since diag-
nosis. Moreover, risk rates were significantly higher for

women than men within the first 2 years after diagnosis

(Fig. 1B). After this time point, the risk rates were slightly

higher in men than in women. The time-dependent risk

ratio presented in Fig. 2 further illustrates how the risk

ratio varied over time. We revealed that the relationship

between the gender-specific risk rates of bladder cancer-

erelated death was most unfavourable for women
compared with men at the time of diagnosis. Thereafter,

Fig. 1. KaplaneMeier (KM, dashed lines) and relative survival

(RS, solid lines) rates for men (black) and women (grey) with

bladder cancer diagnosis (A). Risk rates (excess mortality rates)

including confidence intervals for men (black) and women (grey)

diagnosed with bladder cancer (B).

Table 1
Risk ratios (excess mortality rate ratios) and corresponding confidence intervals (CIs) for bladder cancererelated death for male compared with

female patients dependent on different timeframes since bladder cancer diagnosis. Both unadjusted and adjusted (T-stage, age) risk ratios are

presented. Significance against the hypothesis of equal risk rates for both genders is stated by*.

Follow-up period 0e10 years 0e2 years 2e10 years

Risk ratio (M/W) 0.80* (0.73e0.88) 0.71* (0.64e0.79) 1.15 (0.96e1.39)
Risk ratio (M/W) adjusted 0.85* (0.78e0.92) 0.79* (0.71e0.86) 1.16 (0.99e1.36)

M, men; W, women.

B.K. Andreassen et al. / European Journal of Cancer 95 (2018) 52e5854

Excess mortality rates per 1000 person-years

To what extent are "women better 
off in the long run"?
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Example in Stata

6,144 patients diagnosed with melanoma 1975–1994

Outcome is death due to melanoma

Interest is in the effect of sex on cause-specific mortality

We will test the PH assumption for sex and fit a model that
relaxes the PH assumption

Code available at:
http://pauldickman.com/talk/

proportional-hazards-cbb-march2022/melanoma.do
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Main effects model, Cox regression

. stcox i.male i.period i.agegrp i.stage, noshow nolog

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

_t | Haz. ratio Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

------------+-------------------------------------------------------------

male |

Female | 1 (base)

Male | 1.444224 .0756213 7.02 0.000 1.30336 1.600311

|

period |

Diag 75-84 | 1 (base)

Diag 85-94 | .8141348 .0419334 -3.99 0.000 .7359593 .9006144

|

agegrp |

0-44 | 1 (base)

45-59 | 1.309861 .0962674 3.67 0.000 1.13414 1.512808

60-74 | 1.645387 .1173938 6.98 0.000 1.430663 1.892339

75+ | 2.478383 .2072222 10.85 0.000 2.103768 2.919705

|

stage |

Localised | 1 (base)

Regional | 4.734787 .362295 20.32 0.000 4.075384 5.500883

Distant | 13.53075 .8413382 41.89 0.000 11.97828 15.28443

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Test proportional hazards assumption

. estat phtest, detail

Test of proportional-hazards assumption

Time function: Analysis time

--------------------------------------------------------

| rho chi2 df Prob>chi2

-------------+------------------------------------------

0b.male | . . 1 .

1.male | 0.02097 0.71 1 0.3980

0b.period | . . 1 .

1.period | -0.02056 0.67 1 0.4116

0b.agegrp | . . 1 .

1.agegrp | 0.00095 0.00 1 0.9698

2.agegrp | -0.00636 0.06 1 0.8003

3.agegrp | -0.01351 0.29 1 0.5914

1b.stage | . . 1 .

2.stage | -0.12275 23.35 1 0.0000

3.stage | -0.25130 87.87 1 0.0000

-------------+------------------------------------------

Global test | 96.50 7 0.0000

--------------------------------------------------------
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Plot of scaled Schoenfeld residuals on time (sex)
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Plot of scaled Schoenfeld residuals on time (stage)
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Relax the proportional hazards assumptiom for sex

. stcox i.male i.period i.agegrp i.stage, tvc(i.male) texp(_t) noshow nolog

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_t | Haz. ratio Std. err. z P>|z| [95% conf. interval]

-----------------+-------------------------------------------------------------

male |

Female | 1 (base)

Male | 1.493613 .1232286 4.86 0.000 1.270606 1.755761

|

period |

Diagnosed 75-84 | 1 (base)

Diagnosed 85-94 | .8144001 .0419567 -3.99 0.000 .7361821 .9009288

|

| [output omitted]

stage |

Localised | 1 (base)

Regional | 4.733842 .3622663 20.32 0.000 4.074497 5.499885

Distant | 13.52508 .8413402 41.87 0.000 11.97264 15.27881

-----------------+-------------------------------------------------------------

tvc male |

Female | 1 (base)

Male | .9877469 .0230544 -0.53 0.597 .9435791 1.033982

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: Variables in tvc equation interacted with _t.
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Estimated HR for sex as a function of time
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Code for plot of time-varying HR on previous slide

. stpm2 male i.period i.agegrp i.stage, scale(h) df(5) eform tvc(male) dftvc(3)

. range temptime 0 10 51

. predict hr, hrnumerator(male 1) ci timevar(temptime)

. twoway (rarea hr_lci hr_uci temptime, color(red%25)) ///

> (line hr temptime, sort lcolor(red)) ///

> , legend(off) ysize(8) xsize(11) scheme(plotplain) yscale(log) ///

> ytitle("Hazard ratio (male/female)") name("hrtvc", replace) ///

> xtitle("Years since diagnosis")
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